**2020 Archery Championship**
Sat. March 7th & Sun. March 8th @ 11am

**Pre-Registry Due By:** Feb, 28, 2020
**Registration Fee:** $15
**Includes Festival Admission Ticket**

**MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:**
Bay Area Renaissance Festival

**VIA EMAIL:**
marketing@bayarearenfest.com

**CONTACT INFO**

*COMPLETE FORM & MAIL TO*

**ATTN:** ARCHERY CHAMPIONSHIP
12600 Dixie Hwy
Holly, MI 48442

**CONTACT NAME:**

**ADDRESS:**

**CITY:**

**STATE:**

**ZIP:**

**CONTACT PHONE #:**

**EMAIL ADDRESS:**

**LIST ARCHERY ASSOC. (IF ANY)**

**DEADLINE FOR ENTRY:** February 28, 2020

**OPEN TOURNAMENT REGISTRATION**

**PLEASE CHOOSE COMPETITOR DATE:** ☐ SAT. MARCH 7TH ☐ SUN. MARCH 8TH

**PLEASE CHOOSE ONE CATEGORY:**

☐ BAREBOW ☐ TRADITIONAL LONGBOW

☐ TRADITIONAL ASIAN BOW ☐ TRADITIONAL RECURVE

For more details about bows allowed during each day's tournament, please visit BayAreaRenFest.com.

- Complimentary tickets will be given to you on the day you are competing.
- You must have some experience in this sport to be accepted in the competition.
- Archers will shoot on FITA standard 60cm targets – ranges are determined by age and equipment
- Awards will be given out to 1st, 2nd & 3rd place winners
- For a more in-depth set of rules, please visit BayAreaRenFest.com.

**WAIVER OF LIABILITY:** In consideration of accepting this entry, I the archer, intending to be legally bound, hereby, for myself, an heirs, executors and administrators, waive and release and any all rights and claims for damages I may have against the Bay Area Renaissance Festival at MOSI, Mid America Festivals Inc., their representatives, successors, and assigns for any and all injuries suffered by me in this event. Further, I hereby grant full permission to the Bay Area Renaissance Festival at MOSI or agents authorized by them, to use any photographs, videos, recordings or any other record of this event for any legitimate purpose.

**THANK YOU! BAY AREA RENAISSANCE FESTIVAL**
813.983.0111 • MARKETING@BAYAREARENFEST.COM

**SIGNED:** ________________________________

**DATE:** ________________________________
RULES & REGULATIONS

For the Archery Competition, all bows must meet the following qualifications:

Traditional - Bows may be longbow, recurve or traditional Asian design and be made of made of 50% wood or other natural materials. Bow must be shot using the fingers (glove, tab or thumb ring). Bow string may have up to two nocking indicators, but neither can be used as a sighting aid. Bow may NOT feature a sight or level (including marks made along the sighting window or riser), draw length checker (kisser or clicker), plunger cushion or stabilizer. A weight set is permitted, but the entire bow must be able to pass through a 4 ½-inch ring when unstrung. Arrows may be shot from the shelf, top of the hand or a basic arrow rest. No magnetic, “fang”, “lizard tongue” or other modern arrow rests will be allowed.

Barebow - Bows may be any type of bow without wheels or pulleys (no compounds except for Genesis compound for Munchkin and Youth). Bow may be made of metal, fiberglass, wood, carbon fiber or other materials. Shooting must be done with the fingers (glove, tab or thumb ring). Bow string may have up to two nocking indicators, but neither can be used as a sighting indicator. Bow may NOT feature a sight or level (including marks made along the sighting window or riser), but can have a draw length checker (kisser or clicker), plunger cushion or stabilizer so long as it cannot be used as a sighting aid. Basic, magnetic, “fang”, “lizard tongue”, whisker biscuit or hostage rests is permitted for use.

Arrows:
- Arrows may be made of wood, fiberglass, carbon fiber or aluminum “Fat Boy” arrows will not be permitted.
- Arrows may be fletched with feathers or vanes. Feathers or fletching may have a helical twist. No FOBs or flu-flu arrows will be permitted.
- Only target or field points are to be used. No hunting points.
- Simple, magnetic or spring-loaded arrow rests are allowed. Plungers are permitted provided they are not electronic and do not offer any additional aid in aiming. No whisker biscuits, drop rests or hostage rests will be permitted.

SCORING

Saturday - March 7th
- Archers will shoot on a FITA standard 60cm target

Sunday - March 8th
- Archers will use ASA vitals scoring

An arrow just touching a scoring boundary line will be awarded the higher score. During and before scoring no one is allowed to touch the arrows. This is so that if there is disputed arrow score then the Field Captain may be called to make a ruling on how the arrow lies. Once the scoring judges have tallied the scores, the archer may pull his/her arrows.

Any arrow embedded in the nock of another arrow (“Robin Hood”) will receive an additional 2 points to its score. Any arrow that strikes the nock of another arrow and bounces off will receive the same consideration.